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Abstract
Compactification of M theory in the presence ofG-fluxes yieldsN = 2 five-dimensional
gauged supergravity with a potential that lifts all supersymmetric vacua. We derive the
effective superpotential directly from the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the eleven-dimensional
action on a Calabi-Yau three-fold and compare it with the superpotential obtained by
means of calibrations. We discuss an explicit domain wall solution, which represents five-
branes wrapped over holomorphic cycles. This solution has a “running volume” and we
comment on the possibility that quantum corrections provide a lower bound allowing for
an AdS5 vacuum of the 5-dimensional supergravity.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study compactification of M theory on Calabi-Yau three-folds in the
presence of background G-fluxes. If there were no G-fluxes, the effective field theory would
be N = 2 five-dimensional supergravity interacting with some number of hypermultiplets
and vector multiplets whose scalar fields parametrize a manifold M. Turning on a non-
trivial G-flux generates effective superpotential in the five-dimensional theory, which is
related to gauging of global isometries of the scalar manifold M. If the potential in the
five-dimensional theory allows for isolated extrema, the vacuum is given by a space-time
of constant negative curvature (i.e. an AdS space) and such a theory is relevant to the
AdS/CFT correspondence [1]. On the other hand, we find that the potential is a monotonic
function of volume scalar, and this “run-away” case is relevant to the generalization of the
AdS/CFT correspondence, the so-called domain wall/QFT correspondence [2,3]. However,
if the Calabi-Yau space has positive Euler number then the running of the volume is
bounded by quantum corrections [4], so that five-dimensional supergravity has an AdS5
vacuum. Below we list various applications which motivated our work.
Over the past year, domain walls as solutions of 5-dimensional gauged supergravity
that interpolate between different vacua has been a subject of intensive research; for earlier
work on domain wall solution of 4-dimensional supergravity see [5]. Most of them are
dealing with the maximal supersymmetric case like in [6,7] and many subsequent papers,
but also the least supersymmetric case has been discussed [8,9,10,11]. For a recent review
see [12] and a discussion that of a running breathing mode is given in [13].
A model of domain wall universe was used by Randall and Sundrum [14] to address
the hierarchy problem in a novel way, alternative to compactification. An interesting
feature of Randall-Sundrum construction is that gravity is localized on the domain wall
(or D-brane) by a suitable gravitational potential. The original construction of [14] is
purely classical and is based on a non-supersymmetric example of a domain wall which
interpolates between two regions of five-dimensional space-time with negative cosmological
constant. However, locally AdS form of the vacua on each side of the wall suggests that
there must be a corresponding supersymmetric solution. For a related recent work see
[15]. Furthermore, motivated by the celebrated D-brane construction of MQCD [16], one
would like to embed a model a la Randall-Sundrum in string theory or M theory to learn
about non-perturbative effects in the theory on the domain wall. Even though we will
not be able to solve this problem in the full generality, we hope that our study of domain
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walls constructed from M5-branes wrapped on holomorphic curves inside a Calabi-Yau
space will be a useful step in this direction. This configuration has been discussed in the
heterotic M-theory compactification in [8].
Another line of research which motivated this paper is a quest for new supersymmetric
vacua in compactifications of string theory or M theory on Calabi-Yau manifolds with
background fluxes. Since the flux has to be quantized, its different values correspond to
distinct disconnected components in the space of supersymmetric vacua. Therefore, if we
call F the background flux and MF the corresponding component of the moduli space,
the total space of vacua looks like:
M =
∐
F
MF (1.1)
The component M0 is equivalent, at least locally, to the moduli space, M(Y ), of the
Calabi-Yau space Y . The other components are isomorphic to some subspaces in the
Calabi-Yau moduli space, MF6=0 ⊆ M(Y ), such that all points in MF(Y ) correspond to
the values of Calabi-Yau moduli which lead to supersymmetric compactifications on Y with
a given flux F . For example, when Y is a Calabi-Yau three-fold new supersymmetric vacua
can be found at some special (conifold) points of the moduli space [17,18]. For a Calabi-
Yau four-fold there is usually more possibility to turn on background fluxes which do not
break supersymmetry further [19,20,21,22]. Since the value of the flux F jumps across a
brane of the appropriate dimension, this brane wrapped over a supersymmetric cycle in Y
can be identified with a BPS domain wall interpolating between different components in
(1.1). This interpretation was used in [20,22] to deduce the effective superpotential W (F)
generated by a flux F in compactification on a Calabi-Yau four-fold Y , such that its minima
overM(Y ) reproduce the space of vacuaMF . Using a more general argument which also
applies to compactifications on G2 and Spin(7) manifolds, one finds the following universal
formula for the effective superpotential in terms of calibrations of Y [22]:
W =
∑∫
Y
(fluxes) ∧ (calibrations) (1.2)
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we perform a Kaluza-Klein
reduction of the eleven-dimensional supergravity action on a Calabi-Yau three-fold with a
G-flux. Among other things we find that all supersymmetric vacua of the five-dimensional
theory are lifted by the effective superpotential which does not have stable minima. In sec-
tion 3 we rederive the same result identifying BPS domain walls with five-branes wrapped
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over holomorphic curves, and argue that the formula (1.2) can be also applied to com-
pactifications on Calabi-Yau three-folds. In section 4 we explicitly construct domain wall
solutions in the effective D = 5 N = 2 gauged supergravity which correspond to M5-branes
wrapped over holomorphic curves in the Calabi-Yau space. The discussion in section 2 and
4 is in part parallel to the work [8], which we extend by the inclusion of quantum corrections
yielding an AdS vacuum solution.
2. Compactification of M Theory on Calabi-Yau Three-Folds with G-Fluxes
In this section we perform the compactification of M theory on a Calabi-Yau three-fold
Y with a G-flux. For the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the eleven-dimensional action:
S11 =
1
2
∫
d11x
√−gR − 1
2
∫ [1
2
G ∧ ∗G+ 1
6
C ∧G ∧G
]
(2.1)
we follow the standard procedure, which lead to gauged N = 2 supergravity in five di-
mensions as discussed in [8,9]. The latter theory has a potential for the scalar fields XI
that play the role of local coordinates on the moduli space of Ka¨hler deformations of Y .
Unfortunately, the scalar potential always exhibits a run-away behavior, so that compacti-
fication of M theory on Y with non-zero G-flux does not lead to new vacua in the effective
five-dimensional theory. It is worth mentioning that most of the material in this section
is not new and has appeared in the literature in various form. In particular, we follow the
steps of [23] where analogous compactification on Calabi-Yau three-folds without G-fluxes
was studied. In the context of Type II string theory compactifications with background
fluxes were discussed in the work [17] where similar results were found. Closer to the
subject of our paper is the work [8] where compactification of M theory with a G-flux
was investigated and the induced superpotential was derived. In order to make the paper
self-consistent, below we perform once again all the steps of the Kaluza-Klein reduction in
the form that will be convenient later.
The Kaluza-Klein reduction on a Calabi-Yau three-fold Y yields h1,1 abelian gauge
fields entering h1,1 − 1 vector multiplets and a gravity multiplet [23]. The vector fields
come from the light modes of the 3-form field C in eleven dimensions. Namely, for the
field strengths we have a decomposition:
G ∼ dAI ∧ ωI (2.2)
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where ωI ∈ H(1,1)(Y ) is a basis of (1, 1)-forms. Each vector multiplet contains besides
the gaugino a real scalar which comes from the reduction of the internal metric gab =
−i tI(ωI)ab, where tI are the Ka¨hler moduli. Identifying expectation values of the vector
multiplet scalar fields with tI , we can write the Ka¨hler form as follows:
K = tIωI (2.3)
As we will see below, the scalar parameterizing the volume of the Calabi-Yau decouples
from the vector multiplets and enters the universal hypermultiplet. This volume scalar is
defined by:
V =
∫ √
gY =
1
3!
∫
K ∧ K ∧ K = 1
6
CIJKt
ItJ tK
and the scalars φA (A = 1 . . . h1,1 − 1) entering the vector multiplets are obtained from
1 =
1
6
CIJKX
IXJXK with tI = V 13XI (2.4)
i.e. XI = XI(φA). In what follows we denoteM the manifold parameterized by the scalar
fields φA, see figure below.
In addition to the volume scalar the universal hypermultiplet contains a real scalar
which is dual to the 4-form field in 5 dimensions:
G ∼ dC3 ∼ ⋆da (2.5)
and a complex scalar coming from:
G ∼ dm ∧ Ω+ dm ∧Ω (2.6)
In addition to these scalars further scalars are related to non-trivial elements of H(2,1)(Y ),
which build up the remaining hyper multiplets. These fields are not important for our
analysis, so, we will ignore them.
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Fig. 1: Scalar components φA of vector multiplets parametrize the space M de-
fined by the hypersurface equation (2.4). At extrema of W , the normal vector XI
has to be parallel to the flux vector αI .
In order to obtain the canonical Einstein-Hlibert term in 5d, we have to perform a
Weyl rescaling (Einstein versus string frame) which is related to the volume of the internal
space. In five dimensions this rescaling is given by:
ds2E = V
2
3 ds2str ,
√
gstr =
√
gE V
−5
3 .
with the eleven-dimensional metric written as ds211 = ds
2
str+ds
2
CY . Combining this rescal-
ing with the rescaling of the scalars in (2.4), the reduction of the Ricci scalar yields [23]:
S5 =
∫ [1
2
R− 1
2
GIJ (X) ∂X
I∂XJ − 1
2
∂V∂V
V2
]
where one has to use the relation GIJ (X)X
I∂XJ = 0 and GIJ as function of the t
I
coordinates is defined by:
GIJ (t) =
i
2V
∫
ωI ∧ ⋆ωJ = −1
2
[CIJK tK
V −
1
4
(CIKLt
KtL)(CJMN t
M tN )
V2
]
After rescaling into X coordinates it takes the form:
GIJ (t) = V− 23GIJ (X) (2.7)
with
GIJ (X) = −1
2
[
CIJKX
K − 1
4
(CIKLX
KXL)(CJMNX
MXN )
]
.
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Notice, that 32GIJX
J = XI is the normal vector and ∂AX
I are tangent vectors on the
scalar manifold M, as shown on Fig.1.
In order to perform the reduction of the G∧⋆G term in (2.1), consider the gauge field
term (2.2) which in five dimensions becomes:∫ √
gstr V GIJ (t)F IµνF Jµ′ν′gνν
′
str g
µµ′
str =
∫ √
gE GIJ (X)F
I
µνF
J
µ′ν′g
νν′
E g
µµ′
E
and (2.5) yields: ∫ √
gstr V (dC3)2 =
∫ √
gE V2 (dC3)2 .
We are looking for potentials that we can obtain from non-trivial G-fluxes. The flux
quantization condition can be written in the following form1:∫
Y
Gflux ∧ ωI = αI = integer (2.8)
Since the internal space remains a Calabi-Yau, in particular Ricci-flat, the only source for
a potential comes from the G2 term. The topological term contains a derivative in the
uncompactified space and therefore cannot give a potential. Let us consider the example
discussed in [8,9]:
Gflux =
1
V α
I ⋆ωI (2.9)
with αI = GIJ (t)αJ in agreement with (2.8). This yields:∫
M11
Gflux ∧ ⋆Gflux = 2
∫
M5
√
gstr
1
V α
IαJGIJ (t) = 2
∫
M5
√
gE
1
V2 αIαJG
IJ (X)
Note the difference between GIJ (t) and GIJ (X), cf. (2.7). Writing the volume scalar
as:
V = e−2ϕ
the potential becomes:
V (X,ϕ) = e4ϕ
(
αIαJG
IJ (X)
)
(2.10)
A potential of this form was originally found in [8].
If we include the G-flux in the topological term we obtain after compactification∫
M11
G ∧ C ∧G =
∫
M5
G ∧AI
∫
Y
ωI ∧⋆ ωJαJ =
∫
M5
G ∧ AIαI (2.11)
1 In general, the periods αI are only required to be half-integer [24].
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and after dualization the 4-form G, the corresponding scalar a becomes charged under the
gauge field AIαI . This effect, as well as the generation of the potential (2.10) can also be
understood from the reduction of the eleven-dimensional supersymmetry transformations:
δeAM = iηΓ
AψM , δCMNP = 3iηΓ[MNψP ]. (2.12)
δψM = ∇Mη − 1
288
(ΓM
PQRS − 8δPMΓQRS)GPQRSη. (2.13)
Here the supersymmetry parameter η is an eleven-dimensional Majorana spinor. Under
the split 11=5+6, we decompose it as η = ǫ ⊗ ξ where ǫ is an anti-commuting spinor in
five non-compact dimensions.
If there were no background G-fluxes, then the resulting supersymmetry transforma-
tions in five dimensions would correspond to the usual (not gauged) supergravity theory
which does not allow a scalar potential. This supergravity would have SU(2) R-symmetry
group. Gauging a U(1) subgroup of the R-symmetry group, one obtains a gauged super-
gravity first found by Gunaydin, Sierra and Townsend [25]. They considered only vector
multiplets which effectively means that the volume of the internal space is assumed to be
fixed. In this case the supersymmetry transformations in the gauged theory differ only by
the extra terms:
δλiA = PAδijǫj (2.14)
in the gaugino variation, and:
δψiµ =
i
2
√
6
P0γµδ
ijǫj (2.15)
in the variation of gravitino. In our notation PA ∼ ∂AW and P0 ∼ W . On the other hand,
allowing for general G-fluxes also yields a dynamical volume scalar which is equivalent to
a rescaling of W combined with an additional term in the potential V .
It is easy to see, for example, how (2.15) comes from the supersymmetry transforma-
tions (2.13) with a G-flux. If the background field G has non-zero components only in the
internal space, then only the first term in brackets is relevant2. The extra term (2.14) can
be obtained in a similar way.
2 In order to obtain (2.15), we also make a decomposition of gamma-matrices Γµ = γµ⊗γ7 and
Γm = 1 ⊗ γm in the formula (2.13). The eleven-dimensional gamma-matrices Γ
M are hermitian
for M = 1, . . . , 10 and anti-hermitian for M = 0.
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To summarize, in the large volume limit the effective five-dimensional gauged super-
gravity action reads [8]:
S ∼
∫ √
G
[1
2
R − g2V − 1
4
GIJF
I
µνF
µνJ − 1
2
gAB∂µφ
A∂µφB − 1
2
hrsDµq
rDµqs
]
+
∫
CIJKF
I ∧ F J ∧AK
(2.16)
with
gAB = ∂AX
I∂BX
JGIJ (2.17)
subject to the constraint 16CIJKX
IXKXJ = 1. Using the convention of [8] the metric of
the universal hypermultiplet hrs is given by
hrsdq
rdqs =
1
4V2 dV
2 +
1
2V2
[
da+ i(mdm−mdm)
]2
+
1
V dmdm = uu+ vv (2.18)
where
u =
dm√V , v =
1
2V (dV + ida+mdm−mdm) (2.19)
and this metric parameterizes the coset SU(2, 1)/U(2). Recall, V is the volume scalar,
the axionic scalar a comes from the dualization of the five-dimensional 3-form field and
the complex scalar m was introduced in (2.6). Notice, due to the non-trivial flux only the
axionic scalar a becomes charged:
Dµq
r =
{
∂µV , ∂µa+ AIµαI , ∂µm , ∂µm
}
(2.20)
In the supergravity theory this corresponds to a gauging of the axionic shift symmetry
a→ a+const. In order to understand the structure of the potential, we have to understand
the gauging on the supergravity side [8]. Obviously, the G-fluxes correspond to a gauging
along the Killing vector:
k = ∂a =
i
2V (∂v − ∂v) (2.21)
The Killing prepotentials have the following form:
PI =
(− i4VαI 0
0 i4VαI
)
(2.22)
and obey the relations:
kuIKuv = ∇sPI = ∂vPI + [ωv,PI ] (2.23)
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where ωv is the v component of the SU(2) connection and Kuv is the triplet of Ka¨hler
forms3 Kxuv = huw(Jx) wv :
ω =
(
1
4 (v − v) −u
u −14 (v − v)
)
, K =
(
1
2 (u ∧ u− v ∧ v) u ∧ v
v ∧ u −12 (u ∧ u− v ∧ v)
)
(2.24)
The gauging fixes the potential to be of the following form:
V = 4tr(PIPJ )
[
2XIXJ −GIJ
]
+ 2XIXJhuvk
u
I k
v
J
= 4e4ϕ
[
gAB∂AW∂BW − 4
3
W 2
]
+ 2e4ϕW 2|k|2
(2.25)
where
W ≡ αIXI (2.26)
Inserting this expression into (2.25), one finds that the last two terms in the first line cancel
and the first term agrees with the potential in (2.10).
So far our discussion was purely classical. However, it is very easy to incorporate
corrections due to the non-minimal terms in the action (2.1). It was found by Strominger
[4] that corrections due to the terms proportional to the fourth power of the Riemann
curvature simply lead to the shift (redefinition of the dilaton field):
e−2ϕ → e−2ϕ + χ(Y )
15 · 210 · π8 (2.27)
where χ(Y ) is the Euler number of the Calabi-Yau space Y . In string theory this would be
a one-loop correction to the metric on the moduli space of the universal hypermultiplet. We
note that as long as we consider only the universal hypermultiplet, we do not expect further
corrections especially no instanton corrections. In addition, the shift (2.27) effectively puts
a lower bound on the “quantum” volume of the Calabi-Yau space, which leads to some
qualitative changes of the supergravity solutions. As we will see in the section 4, the
domain wall describes a supergravity solution with monotonically decreasing volume and
if it eventually reaches this lower bound, we can keep the volume constant and allowing
afterwards only internal deformations as described by the scalars in the vector multiplets.
As consequence, at the point where this “quantum” volume is reached, the volume scalar
effectively decouples from our supergravity solution and the scalars in the vector multiplets
settle down at the extremum of the potential. This configuration is described by an AdS
vacuum. Of course, this interpretation makes sense only if χ(Y ) > 0.
3 Here Jx denotes the triplet of complex structures.
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3. More Superpotentials From Calabi-Yau Calibrations
In this section we discuss a way to derive the effective superpotentials via identification
of BPS domain walls with branes wrapped over supersymmetric cycles. Although in this
paper we are mainly interested in M theory compactifications on Calabi-Yau three-folds,
we will also consider string theory compactifications.
Let us start with a general compactification of string theory or M theory on a com-
pact oriented manifold Y to (d + 1) non-compact dimensions. In other words, the (real)
dimension of space Y is equal to (9 − d) in string theory, or (10 − d) in M theory. Try-
ing to keep the discussion as general as possible, we make only a few minor assumptions
about the geometry of the space-time. Namely, we assume that compactification on Y
preserves some supersymmetry, so that it makes sense to talk about BPS domain walls in
(d+1)-dimensional effective theory. Non-compact space-time is assumed to be a maximally
symmetric homogeneous space with zero or negative cosmological constant, i.e. Anti de
Sitter space or a Minkowski space.
Assuming further the existence of a (d+ k− 1)-brane in the theory we start with, we
can construct a BPS domain wall in the effective field theory by wrapping this brane over
a supersymmetric k-cycle Σ ⊂ Y , of course, if there is one. Indeed, a simple counting of
dimensions shows that the resulting object should be codimension one in the non-compact
space-time. Notice, supersymmetric branes that we consider represent a magnetic source
for some field strength in string theory or M theory, depending on the model in question.
Let us call this field strength F . Thus, as we move across the domain wall in (d + 1)
dimensions, the field strength jumps, F → F + ∆F . The change of the flux, ∆F , is
determined by the geometry of the (d+k−1)-brane that we used to construct the domain
wall. Namely, we have:
∆F = [̂Σ] (3.1)
where the cohomology class [̂Σ] ∈ H∗(Y,ZZ) is Poincare´ dual to the homology class [Σ].
Let us now return to the BPS property of the domain wall. Since BPS states have
the least possible mass, and the domain wall in question is represented by a (d+ k − 1)-
brane wrapped over k-dimensional cycle Σ, we conclude that Σ should have the minimal
volume in its homology class. Due to this last property, calibrated geometries introduced
by Harvey and Lawson [26] turn out to be very useful in a study of supersymmetric
brane configurations (see [27] for a review and a list of references). Here we give only the
definition of a calibrated submanifold and refer the reader to the original paper [26] for
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further details. A closed k-form Ψ is called a calibration if its restriction to the tangent
space TxΣ is not greater than the volume form of Σ for every submanifold Σ ⊂ Y . By
saying this we mean that Ψ|TxΣ ≤ vol(TxΣ) is satisfied provided that Ψ|TxS = c · vol(TxS)
for some real coefficient c ≤ 1. Furthermore, if Ψ|TxΣ = vol(TxΣ) for every point x ∈ Σ,
the submanifold is called a calibrated submanifold with respect to the calibration Ψ. It
follows that calibrated submanifolds have the minimal volume in their homology class:
Vol(Σ) =
∫
Σ
Ψ (3.2)
The last assumption we are going to make is that the mass of our BPS domain wall
in the (d+ 1)-dimensional effective theory is determined by the usual BPS formula:
MBPS = |∆W | (3.3)
where W is the effective superpotential. Then, combining the formulas (3.1), (3.2) and
(3.3) together we obtain the following formula for the superpotential generated by a flux
F ∈ H∗(Y ):
W =
∫
Y
Ψ (3.4)
The approach via calibrated geometries that we have outlined above can be applied
to a computation of tree-level superpotentials induced by background fluxes in compact-
ifications of string theory and M theory on Calabi-Yau manifolds [20,22,28], and to the
derivation of membrane instanton superpotentials in M theory compactifications on G2
manifolds [29]. Although all the results agree with what one finds studying the super-
symmetry conditions, it would be also interesting to derive the effective superpotentials
directly from the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the Lagrangian, cf. [28]. It is clear that in the
case of Calabi-Yau four-folds, non-minimal terms like the anomaly term C ∧ I8(R) and,
perhaps, their supersymmetric completion must play an important role [30].
Compactifications on Spin(7) manifolds preserve only two real supercharges in the
effective field theory. It was demonstrated in [31] that the BPS mass condition (3.3) is
modified in such theories by the one-loop quantum anomaly W → W + W ′′4π . Therefore,
one might expect that the effective superpotential induced by a four-form flux in compact-
ification on Spin(7) manifold is given by the appropriate modifications of the formula (3.4)
which takes into account one-loop quantum anomaly. It would be interesting to see this
anomaly by a direct computation of the superpotential via Kaluza-Klein reduction of the
ten-dimensional supergravity action or supersymmetry transformations.
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In this paper we focus on the case where Y is a Calabi-Yau three-fold. There are
two types of calibrations on Calabi-Yau three-folds. The first type of calibrations — so-
called Ka¨hler calibrations — includes closed forms of even degree constructed from various
powers of the Ka¨hler form K:
Ψ =
1
p!
Kp (3.5)
Apart from the trivial examples corresponding to p = 0 or p = 3, the submanifolds
calibrated by such Ψ are holomorphic curves and divisors in Y . The second type of
calibrations — the special Lagrangian calibration:
Ψ = Re(Ω) (3.6)
corresponds to special Lagrangian submanifolds in Y . Here Ω ∈ H3,0(Y ) is the unique
holomorphic 3-form.
Clearly, the formula (3.4) can be used in compactifications of heterotic string theory
on Calabi-Yau three-folds. In this case, four-dimensional effective field theory has N = 1
supersymmetry. The only way to construct a BPS domain wall in four non-compact
dimensions is to consider a five-brane wrapped around a special Lagrangian cycle in Y .
Since a five-brane is a source for the Neveu-Schwarz three-form field strength, eq. (3.4)
yields:
W =
∫
Y
H ∧ Ω
We believe that this formula can be derived by the direct arguments, similar to what we
used in the previous section.
It turns out that the formula (3.4) can be also applied to theories with larger super-
symmetry. Recently, Taylor and Vafa [28] studied the effect of background fluxes in Type II
string theory on (non-compact) Calabi-Yau three-folds. They found that it leads to partial
supersymmetry breaking via generation of the effective superpotential (3.4) and reconciled
it with the results of [17,18]. In particular, in Type IIA string theory on a Calabi-Yau
three-fold Y the effective superpotential induced by the flux F has the following form [28]:
W =
∫
Y
eK ∧ F
which is exactly what follows from (3.4) with the Ka¨hler calibration (3.5).
One goal of the present paper is to demonstrate that effective superpotential of the
form (3.4) is also generated in compactification of M theory on a Calabi-Yau space Y
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with a four-form field flux G. The resulting field theory in five dimensions has N = 2
local supersymmetry. In N = 2 five-dimensional gauged supergravity theories all our
assumptions, including the BPS formula (3.3), are justified by the relation between central
charge of N = 2 supersymmetry algebra and the gravitino mass as discussed in [5,11].
Since the four-form field strength G is the only possible flux in M theory, the formula
(3.4) predicts the following simple superpotential W ∼ ∫
Y
K ∧ Gflux = αItI . In the five-
dimensional N = 2 gauged supergravity theory we expect the effective superpotential W
to be a function of the scalar fields XI from vector multiplets, rather than tI which also
include a volume scalar V from the universal hypermultiplet. Since αI are integer numbers,
after the appropriate rescaling we obtain the following superpotential:
W = αIX
I (3.7)
which is nothing but the effective superpotential (2.26) found in the previous section via
direct Kaluza-Klein reduction.
Notice that variation of the potential (3.7) with respect to the fields XI leads to the
condition:
G = 0
which means that there are no supersymmetric vacua in compactification of M theory on
Calabi-Yau three-folds with non-trivial fluxes. In other words, the space of supersymmetric
vacua has only one component corresponding to F = 0, cf. (1.1).
4. Domain Wall Solutions
Motivated by [16], one may hope to understand non-perturbative effects in realistic
models a la Randall-Sundrum via embedding the corresponding domain wall solutions in
M theory or string theory. Since N = 2 five-dimensional supergravity can be obtained
from compactification of M theory on a Calabi-Yau three-fold Y , it is natural to assume
that the domain wall is constructed out of M5-brane wrapped over a holomorphic curve
Σ ⊂ Y , see also [8]. Then, topology of Y and Σ determine the spectrum of the low-energy
theory on the five-brane, and the appropriate embedding Σ → Y may give us a theory
close to the Standard Model. Note, because the curve Σ is holomorphic in Y , the effective
four-dimensional theory has N = 1 supersymmetry.
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Interested in domain wall solutions in the five-dimensional supergravity we write the
metric as:
ds2 = e2U(y)
[
− dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23
]
+ e−2γU(y)dy2 (4.1)
where the constant γ fixes the coordinate system and will be chosen later. This ansatz
contains no restrictions as long as we regard the four-dimensional domain wall as a flat
Minkowski space, but this parameterization will enable us to find an analytic solution be-
low. Keeping the flat Minkowski space means also that the solution cannot carry electric
and/or magnetic charges, but can carry a topological charge given by the difference of
the cosmological constants. It is thus consistent to set all the gauge fields to zero. More-
over, investigating the equations of motion coming from the Lagrangian, we find that the
complex scalar m and the axion a can be neglected because they do not show up in the
potential. We will keep all scalars tI , i.e. the scalars of in the vector multiplets φA and
the volume scalar V = e−2ϕ.
4.1. Solution of the 5d Killing spinor equations
To ensure supersymmetry we have to solve the Killing spinor equations. Since the
gauge fields are trivial for our domain wall the relevant variations are:
δψµ =
(
∂µ +
1
4
ωabµ Γab +
1
2
g Γµ e
2ϕW
)
ǫ ,
δλA =
(
− i
2
gABΓ
µ∂µφ
B + i
3
2
g e2ϕ ∂AW
)
ǫ ,
δζ =e2ϕ
(
− i
2
Γµ∂µe
−2ϕ − i 3 gXIkI
)
ǫ
(4.2)
with W = αIX
I . The scalar fields φA parameterize the manifoldM defined by (2.4), and
the only non-trivial hypermultiplet field e−2ϕ = V gives the Calabi-Yau volume.
Let us start with the gravitino variation δψ. For our ansatz of the metric, the only
non-zero components of the vielbeine and spin connection are:
em = eUdxm , ey = e−γUdy , ωmy = e(γ+1)U U ′ dxm (4.3)
where m = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the corresponding gravitino variation becomes:
δψm =
(1
2
e(γ+1)UU ′ ΓmΓy +
1
2
Γmge
Ue2ϕW
)
ǫ (4.4)
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Using the projector (1 + Γy)ǫ = 0 we find:
g e2ϕW = eγUU ′ . (4.5)
From the δψy component:
0 = δψy =
(
∂y +
1
2
e−γU Γy g e
2ϕW
)
ǫ (4.6)
we obtain the Killing spinor after using (4.5):
ǫ = e
U
2
(
1− Γy
)
ǫ0 (4.7)
where ǫ0 is any constant spinor.
Moreover, using (4.5) we can also solve the hyperino variation:
0 =
(
− 1
2
Γµ∂µe
−2ϕ(y) − 3gW
)
ǫ
=
(1
2
eγU (e−2ϕ)′ − 3 eγU U ′e−2ϕ
)
ǫ
=
1
2
eγUe−2ϕ
(
2ϕ′ − 6U ′
)
ǫ
(4.8)
and therefore
e6U = e−2(ϕ−ϕ0) = V/ℓ (4.9)
where ℓ = e−2ϕ0 is the integration constant. Finally, we come to the gaugino variation
δλA which gives:
0 = − i
2
(
gABΓ
µ∂µφ
B − 3g e2ϕ ∂AW
)
ǫ
= − i
2
(
Γµ∂AX
I∂BX
JGIJ∂µφ
B − 3g e2ϕ ∂A(αIXI)
)
ǫ
= − i
2
∂AX
I
(
eγU
3
2
∂yXI − 3g e2ϕ αI
)
ǫ .
(4.10)
Because ∂AX
I defines tangent vectors, the expression in brackets has to be proportional
to the normal vector XI :
3
2
eγU (XI)
′ − 3g e2ϕ αI = −3eγUU ′XI = − 3
γ
(eγU )′XI (4.11)
the coefficient on the rhs can be verified by contracting the equation with XI and using
(4.5). Next, replacing e2ϕ by employing (4.9) and taking γ = −4 we get
1
2
∂y
(
e2UXI
)
= gαI/ℓ (4.12)
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and thus the solution is
XI ≡ 1
6
CIJKX
JXK = e−2U
1
3
HI = e
−2U 1
3ℓ
(
qI + 6gαI y
)
(4.13)
where qI are arbitrary constants. This solution agrees with the one derived in [8], but
notice also the close relationship to the attractor equations [32] which extremize the su-
persymmetry central charge, or in our case, the superpotential W and which state that at
extrema of W the normal vector XI becomes parallel to the flux vector αI . These extrema
are reached at y → ±∞ where the scalars φA becomes constant and W extremal, due to
(4.2). Remember, because of the run-away behavior of the volume, extrema of W are not
extrema of the supergravity potential V .
As we discussed at the end of section 2, quantum corrections yield a lower bound for
the volume, which is mainly given by the Euler number of the Calabi-Yau space. So, if we
assume that in this “quantum” region the universal hypermultiplets effectively decouples
and if we approximate the volume by the lower bound V = e−2ϕ0 = ℓ, we find the same
solution for eq. (4.11), but with γ = +2. In this case the spacetime metric becomes
asymptotically anti de Sitter, which is expected because for a fixed volume, the potential
has extrema.
4.2. Domain walls from five-branes in T 6
In the last section we showed that the Killing spinor equations are solved if the su-
pergravity fields satisfy the eqs. (4.13) and (4.9) with the metric ansatz given by (4.1).
Following [8], let us consider a simple example Y = T 6, where the intersection form is
given by:
1
6
CIJKX
IXJXK = X1X2X3 (4.14)
For this example the equations (4.13) become:
H1 = e
−2U (X2)(X3)
H2 = e
−2U (X1)(X3)
H3 = e
−2U (X1)(X2)
(4.15)
and thus:
X1 =
e2U
H1
, X2 =
e2U
H2
, X3 =
e2U
H3
, e6U = H1H2H3 (4.16)
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For the generic case of a “running volume” (γ = −4) the domain wall metric reads:
ds2 = (H1H2H3)
1/3
[
− dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23
]
+ (H1H2H3)
4/3dy2 (4.17)
and the volume is V = e6U = H1H2H3 (setting ℓ = 1). In order to understand the domain
wall from the M theory perspective, we can rescale the solution and obtain for the string
frame and for the Ka¨hler class moduli:
ds2str = (H1H2H3)
−1/3
[
− dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23
]
+ (H1H2H3)
2/3dy2
tI = V1/3XI = e2UXI = (H1H2H3)
2/3
HI
(4.18)
In an infinite volume limit we can decompactify this solution and the 11-d metric becomes
ds211 =
1
(H1H2H3)1/3
[
−dt2+dx21+dx22+dx23+(H2H3dω1+cycl.)+H1H2H3dy2
]
(4.19)
where dω1,2,3 are 2-d line elements and this configuration is an intersectionM5×M5×M5
over a common 3-brane.
On the other hand in the fixed volume case, the XI field are the same, but since γ = 2
the metric differs
ds2 = (H1H2H3)
1/3
[
− dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23
]
+ (H1H2H3)
−2/3dy2 (4.20)
which yields AdS5 for large y.
4.3. Discussion of some global aspects
Solving the local supergravity equations is not enough to describe domain walls, which
are typically gravitational kink solutions that interpolate between vacua at y = ±∞.
Interesting cases are interpolating solutions between vacua with different cosmological
constants on both sides, i.e. the scalar fields flow between extrema of the potential. But
there are also dilatonic domain walls, where the potential typically does not allow for
isolated extrema and at least one scalar field “runs away”. This resembles the linear dilaton
vacua appearing in certain string backgrounds. In the compactified theory, this run-away
behavior signals a strong or weak coupling region, where the internal volume either diverges
or shrinks. This is exactly the case for the solution that we described, where the volume of
the internal space as described by the volume scalar ϕ diverges for y → +∞. On the other
hand, the scalars in the vector multiplets are fixed by the attractor equations (4.13) and
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become constant asymptotically, fixed only by the flux vector αI . Therefore, the Killing
spinor equations imply that asymptotically ∂AW = 0 and we reach an extremum of the
superpotential W (φA).
Note, the supergravity solution for the scalars XI(y) describes a trajectory on the
(curved) moduli space and since it solves the equations of motion this trajectory is geodesic
with radial coordinate y as affine parameter. This geodesic is fixed if we fix the two
endpoints, i.e. two vacua. Let us stress, that it is not enough to fix only one endpoint, say,
at y = +∞, we have also to choose where the solution should flow at y = −∞, i.e. on the
other side of the wall.
But what happens if we pass the point y = 0? Our solution is valid for all values of y
and the point y = 0 is generically not singular. So, we have to discuss the continuation to
negative values of y. Because the domain wall is an intersection of five-branes, the flux-
vector αI should change at least the sign while passing the five-branes. As consequence,
the product αIy remains positive and we avoid singularities due to zeros of harmonic
functions4 at finite values of y. A trivial possibility is to treat both sides symmetrically
and therewith identifying both asymptotic vacua. More interesting, especially from the
RG-flow point of view, is to patch together different vacua. An interesting case would
be a solution interpolating between different vacua of a given superpotential W , but these
domain walls are expected to be singular, because due to the global convexity of the moduli
space [33] the attractor equations (4.13) have only one solution for a given Kaehler cone
[34] and different extrema of W have to lie on disconnected branches of the moduli space.
One can also consider a domain wall describing the flow towards vanishing volume. In this
case the metric develops a singularity where the 4-dimensional world volume is squeezed
to zero size, for examples see [35,11,36]. Let us comment on them in more detail.
The first thing to notice is that we can always approach this singular point by a
proper choice of the vector qI , which fixes the point X
I(y = 0). A vanishing volume of
the internal space yields always a singularity in supergravity solutions, but as we discussed
earlier, quantum corrections or better higher curvature corrections provide a cut-off for the
volume. This lower bound (2.27) was basically given by the Euler number of the internal
manifold and therefore the regular supergravity solution can allow for at most 4 unbroken
supercharges. By a simple shift in y we can always arrange that we reach this “quantum
volume” at y = 0 and it is natural to describe the other side of the wall by the solution
4 Note, a vanishing harmonic function HI means a vanishing cycle XI .
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with a fixed volume, i.e. γ = 2 in the solution described in section 4.1. Therefore in this
regularized supergravity solution, the volume scalar flows from infinity (infinite volume)
towards a lower bound and the scalars in the vector multiplets extremize on both sides the
superpotential, i.e. they flow between fixpoints. Notice, the superpotential does not need
to be the same on both sides, e.g. we may change the flux vector αI on both sides and/or
the intersection form but, due to the attractor equation combined with the convexity of
M, a given superpotential W (φA) has a unique extremum, where the flux vector αI is
parallel to the normal vector XI (see Fig. 1). Moreover this type of domain wall provides
an interesting example from AdS/CFT perspective, because the gauge theory couplings
which are dual to the Kaehler class moduli tI are UV-free, related on the sugra side to the
infinite volume region, and flow in the IR to a non-trivial conformal fixpoints, where the
supergravity solution becomes AdS5 with fixed scalars.
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